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Abstract. Inside the Flash storage device, Flash Translation Layer (FTL)
remaps logical address to physical address to hide physical limitation of Flash
memory cells. Due to the address translation, intentional logical separation of
file system’s layout does not directly applied to physical separation. As a result,
the separate-intended file systems’ requests are mixed in physical location,
which degrades write throughput, as well as flash’s lifecycle. In this paper, we
propose virtually separable Block management scheme for Flash storage system
by introducing new common command interface and separable Block
management in FTL. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme
increases IO performance, as well as reduces flash-internal overhead.
Keywords: Flash Memory, File system, FTL, Virtually separable Block
management.

1

Introduction

There are two main physical limits for NAND flash memory. First, cell-erase
operation should be preceded by cell-write operation, which means that the data
cannot be written in same place without erasing it. Second, the base unit of erase
operation is ‘Block’, whereas base unit of write operation is ‘Page’, where block is
much larger than page. Actually, Block is composed of several Pages. The physical
limitation of NAND flash memory is covered by special firmware called Flash
Translation Layer (FTL) [1][2]. File systems can treat Flash device just like usual
storage media with the logical block address supported by FTL, and FTL hides
internal mapping information and management schemes from host file systems.
Since file system uses Flash device as a view of logical address, there is a
mismatch for view point between logical block and physical block. As a result,
traditional file system architecture and layout design is little effective for Flash-based
storage. File system’s data are mixed in physical location for Flash memory-based
storage system even though they are logically separated by file system on purpose, as
described in Figure 1. The unintentional physical mix for logically separated data
from file system degrades IO bandwidth as well as latency, significantly.
In this paper, we propose virtually separable Block management scheme for Flash
storage system. For the separable Block management system, we propose common
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command interface between file systems and underline flash device to support the
separation. The virtual separation can make file system’s read/write requests
sequentially, which leads bandwidth increase. In addition, the GC efficiency of FTL
gets better, which decrease flash-internal overhead and increase lifetime of Flash
device. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme increases IO
performance, as well as reduces flash-internal overhead.

Fig. 1. File System's IOs are mixed within Flash Blocks

2

Related Work

There is previous work that considers request characteristics and patterns for file
system and apples it to flash storage system and FTL development. Chang et al
separate metadata requests and user data requests based on the knowledge of the
layout of file systems and metadata filter to reduce file systems performance
degradation [4], where different FTL management algorithms are applied to each
metadata region and user data region, explicitly. It is most related work to the work of
this paper, in that they tried to separate metadata and user data in Flash storage device.
However, our approach is different from [4] in that there are only one FTL in our
system, whereas there are two FTLs in one system. In addition, our system gives
much more common design methodology for separating file system’s overall data.
According to our design, the several file system’s region can be separated virtually in
Flash device without any addition filtering algorithm, and all the separated regions are
managed by only one FTL, which is efficient for manufacturing Flash storage device.
From next Section, the detailed system design issues are described.
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3

Virtually Separable Flash

The unintentional physical mix for logically separated data from file system degrades
IO bandwidth as well as latency, significantly. In this paper, we propose virtually
separable Block management scheme for Flash storage system. For the separable
Block management system, we propose common command interface between file
systems and underline flash device to support the separation. In the proposed system,
file system has identifier, i.e., ID, to identify data type. For instance, file system
having metadata, user data, and journal data has three types of data to be stored in
separated region, the IDs are allocated for each type of data, and the file system
makes read/write commands with the logical address, size, and its ID. In the flash
devices, the flash Blocks are virtually separated according to the data types. For
instance, data and metadata, and journal data are assembled under the separated flash
Blocks virtually, where the ‘virtually’ means that the Blocks are not necessarily
consecutive in physical position. When write command arrives, FTL, which makes
overall management of flash devices, writes the arriving data to the relevant Block
according to its ID. The ID-based Block management Flash storage system is
described in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. The File System's IOs are managed and stored in separable Flash Blocks according to
their types

As a result, Blocks having same ID are virtually connected each other, while
Blocks having different ID are virtually separated. This virtual separation can make
file system’s read/write requests sequentially, which leads bandwidth increase. In
addition, the GC efficiency of FTL gets better, which decrease flash-internal overhead
and increase lifetime of Flash device. The experimental results show that the proposed
scheme increases IO performance, as well as reduces flash-internal overhead.
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4

Implementation and Analysis

We have evaluated the proposed scheme with well-known file system benchmark,
called IOzone [5]. The IOzone file system benchmark generates and measures
bandwidth for file system operations. The bandwidth of write and random write
operation is estimated as request size varies from 4KB to 64KB. The experimental
results are shown in Table 1 for sequential write and random write requests,
respectively. For the sequential write requests, the proposed scheme gives slightly
better bandwidth than legacy system. However, the proposed scheme outperforms
legacy system for random write requests greatly.
Table 1. Experimental Results for IOzone Benchmark for sequential write and random write,
respectively, as request size increases from 4KB to 64KB.

5

Conclusion

This paper proposes efficient separable management scheme for Flash storage system
by introducing new common command interface between file systems and underline
flash device. In the proposed system, file system has identifier, i.e., ID, to identify
data type, where the IDs are assigned for each type of data, and the file system makes
read/write commands with the corresponding ID. In the flash devices, the flash
Blocks having same ID are virtually connected, where the $virtually$ means that the
Blocks are not necessarily consecutive in physical position. The experimental results
show that the proposed scheme increases write throughput, as well as reduces flashinternal overhead by making separable Block management within Flash device.
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